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LETTER FROM YOUR PRESIDENT

Hi everyone,
Welcome to your April newsletter !
It seems like only five minutes ago we were seeing in the New Year, and
suddenly it’s Easter - which means spring flowers, hopefully some better weather
and, of course, chocolate eggs! The situation regarding the pandemic here in France isn’t really getting
any better, and we’re still in a semi-lockdown, but at least the curfew has been adjusted so we can
make the most of the longer days.
We already have lots of entries for the Great FiFi Photo Competition (details on next page), so don’t
forget to submit your photos asap! Just think what a lovely time you will have going through your
photos and picking out your favourites!
If you need any help naming or resizing your pictures, do let us know.
We will be having our next FiFi Committee meeting in April, so if there is anything you would like us to
discuss or have any comments to make, let me know. We are champing at the bit to arrange some
kind of social events and really hope we will be able to do so soon.
Finally I just want to thank Yvonne Morton for leading the What’s Cooking group so brilliantly over the
last few years. She has decided to step down, and I am sure her ideas, efficiency and enthusiasm have
contributed to the success and popularity of the group.
Take care, stay safe and keep smiling!
Best regards,
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Jane

FIFI PHOTO COMPETITION

THE GREAT FiFi PHOTO COMPETITION 2021!
To celebrate our 10th anniversary, and help keep us entertained,
we are holding a FiFi Photo Competition!
Everyone loves to take a photograph – whether it’s with their phone or with a camera - to capture a
moment in time. Those special, funny, amazing one-time shots are now being given the opportunity to
be shared!
We are inviting you to submit up to 4 entries IN TOTAL, choosing from the following categories:
•

Landscape – including mountains, countryside, water, townscapes

•

People – including portraits, sport events, etc

•

Animals – including pets

•

Your best/favourite/abstract photo! – of whatever!

Can be one of each, 4 of one category or a mix…just 4 in total.
Husbands and partners are also welcome to participate!
Once received, a judging panel will choose the ten best entries in each category, and the final photos
will then be emailed out to FiFi members, who will be able to vote on their favourite, so we will end up
with a winner and a runner-up for each category.
The judges’ choices, plus winner and runner-up in each category will then be exhibited at the FiFi 10th
anniversary celebrations, hopefully at the end of May, when everyone will vote for the overall winner
and a prize presented! Location to be confirmed nearer the time.
Please submit your photographs by the end of April, via email, to: ashtonlisanne@orange.fr
• in jpeg form
• each photo no larger than 1Mb in size
• include your full name, adding a title and stating which category (L for landscape, P for people, A for
animals, Y for your best/favourite/abstract) e.g.” Jane Harris L Sunflowers”
No image enhancing or filters, please.
If you need help with any technical issues for resizing and naming photos, do contact Lisanne on
ashtonlisanne@orange.fr
We do hope that you will be able to participate in at least one category to share some memories and,
please remember, it is open and inclusive to everyone, no matter how inexperienced you feel you are!
Jane Harris & Patricia Barker
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VIRTUAL COFFEE MORNINGS
Virtual coffee mornings are held via Zoom every Thursday morning at 10.30am
(9.30am for those members who are in the UK).
It’s great to be able to catch up with people
whom you wouldn’t otherwise be able to
meet in person.
Why not log on and join in and let us know
what you have been up to?
You can join using the Zoom link.

Ann Young and Christine Baldwin

FIFI RULES & REGS AND DATA PROTECTION
You can peruse at your leisure on the FiFi website www.fififrance.com on the “More about FiFi” page or
click on these links:
https://www.fififrance.com/internal-rules

https://www.fififrance.com/data-protection

DO YOU KNOW?
What is papaphobia?
What does the Danish word
« boghandler » mean?
What does the verb «to snerdle»
mean?
Answers on page 13

FORGOTTEN BLACK NOVELISTS
https://www.theguardian.com/books/
2021/jan/30/bernardine-evaristo-theforgotten-black-british-novels-everyoneshould-read

FiFi NEWSLETTER
Please send all items: articles and photos (apart, downsized, named
and in jpeg format please) for NEXT newsletter (May issue) before 22nd April
to Lisanne Ashton

PHOTO POLICY
If you attend a FiFi event, photos are likely to be taken for the newsletter, website and
Facebook. Please let a FiFi committee member know if you do not want your photo taken/used.
FRIENDS ONLINE 82
Don’t forget the FiFi Facebook Group…just ask to join when on with this link. You need to have a
Facebook account.
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QUIZ NIGHT
Another very jolly evening this month with an excellent quiz set by Pete and Estelle. No picture
round this time, but we had a great final round on politics instead, that certainly sorted the wheat from
the chaff!
Congratulations to our winners, Jean and
Bill Abley.
Next month’s quiz will be set by Patricia
and Roger Barker, who very generously
volunteered.
New players always welcome.
Next quiz on Friday 9th April at 7pm
(France) / 6pm (UK).
Zoom details will be sent out nearer the
time.
Please let Emma Hilditch know if you’d
like to join us.
Pam Ackerman Group Leader

GRAND CREW
Bebbo, Highball, Collins – what are
these? New vocabulary to Grand Crew!
And the answer is…types of cocktail
glasses. Yes, Grand Crew has been deviating
again this month, and given up on wine tasting for
the moment.
Our second cocktail session was delightfully and
professionally hosted by ex publicans Sally and
Kevin Macready. Having routed around in the back
of the drinks cupboards for little used ingredients
and cocktail umbrellas, we were able to make a
Honolulu cocktail, a Tom Collins and a Gin and It.
All delicious.
There were 19 of us on Zoom, all enjoying the
socialising and laughs.
Next month’s Zoom meeting on Thursday 1st
April will be hosted by Moya and Graeme – sloe
gin cocktails. Can’t wait!
If you would like to join in, please contact me.
Cheers,
Celia Berry Group Leader
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BOOK GROUP
Last month we read “The Cuckoo’s Calling” by Robert Galbraith (J K Rowling). The book was
about a private detective investigating the apparent suicide of a top model. Despite the misgivings
of some of us about thrillers and detective novels, we all really enjoyed it. The plot
kept us all guessing until the end, and we were all impressed by the author’s skill
in her descriptions of London, such that we felt we were there, whilst at the same
time keeping the pace of the story going so that we kept turning the pages. The
only criticism was that some of the characters were a bit predictable, but this didn’t
detract from the overall read.
This month’s choice is non fiction, “The Art of Travel “ by Alain de Botton, a book
to remind us how to travel and enjoy it. Or “Travels with a donkey in the
Cevennes” by R L Stevenson. (can read either one or both books).
We will be meeting to discuss the book on Friday 9th April (to avoid Good Friday
on 2nd April) either on Zoom, or in person if restrictions permit.
Please contact me if you’d like to read the book and join us, and I’ll send you the link.
Liz Padley Group Leader

CYCLING GROUP
We managed to sneak into a dry weather window for our
ride in March when Yazmin & Tom Butcher led us on a lovely
route starting from their home in Tonnac. We had a
couple of tough hills to climb in the first half of the route,
which made us all the more grateful for a surprise coffee
stop in Souel.
Lovely Tom had sneaked out of the house early in the
morning, and stashed some coffee urns and biscuits in a
friend's garden, providing a very welcome energy boost for us all. It
was definitely needed as
the last 10km of the ride
was into nasty headwind,
a challenge for those of
the group who were not
on an electric bike. We
were all pleased to make
it back to Tonnac and
Yazmin's lemon drizzle
cake.
Expectations will
therefore be high for the ride on Tuesday 20th April when Graeme
Morisson will be leading us on a route starting from Laussier, near
St Antonin. It will be a ~35km route which takes us through Penne
& Vaour.
We'll be following Covid regulations and splitting into groups of 6
for the ride. If you'd like to join us please email:
Yvonne Morton Group Leader
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WALKING GROUP

FRENCH HISTORY GROUP
This month we enjoyed a lively discussion about
the film “The sorrow and
the pity”, the experience of
war time occupation in
Clermont Ferrand. Hugely
controversial when made in
1969, it reveals the
complex legacy of war in
France, many of the
(continuing) divides in
French society and the
diverse recollections of
French residents and
German occupiers. Although long, it is highly
recommended.
Our next session is planned for April 22nd with a
very different approach, looking at the industrial
developments relevant to South West France. All
are invited to follow up on any research, stories
or local industrial archaeology (eg mills by the
Laussière near St Michel de Vax, Charbonneries
in the Forêt de Gresigne, stone quarries, coal
and phosphate mines, tanneries etc etc). There
are local records in the librairies, and Ginny has
a relevant book! Hopefully, we can all bring a
nugget or two to flesh out our understanding of
the economic history of our region.
We are keen to get back to proper discussion
and Gavin has kindly offered to host in his
garden.Any queries please contact
Gavin Porter Coordinator
or Kyla Brand Group Leader

This month Jane Harris led us
for a walk between Lacapelle
Livron and Loze. It was beautiful
with great views, a pretty chapel, a bit of history
with the story about the war and the bullet holes,
and some gorgeous stone houses for us to gawp
at.
Next month I’ve had to move the walk to the first
Tuesday of the month, Tuesday 6th April.
We will be starting from the village square in
Castanet, Tarn et Garonne, 82160 at 09.50.
The route is 10.5kms, mainly on paths and
country lanes, and not too hilly.
I can’t promise such wonderful views, but I can
promise teas, coffees and toilets afterwards!
Pauline Wallace Group Leader

WALKING FOR WIMPS
It was a drizzly morning for our first walk of the
month, more suited to an extra hour in bed than
a tramp around the country lanes. Eight of us
turned up however and decided we would risk a
soaking.
Walking out of the village the rain stopped but
under the grey skies signs of spring were hard
to spot. No animals in the fields, no tractors at
work, but one very strange thing did happen. As
we walked back round to our starting point, we
were joined by a young magpie who happily
perched on one shoulder or another as if
grateful for the lift!
April walks on 9th and 23rd.
Judith Reynolds Group Leader
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GARDENING GROUP

BUSINESS FORUM

Following our summertime visit to
the Jardins des Martels last year
several members expressed an
interest in visiting the garden again in springtime
this year. Our visit will be on Monday 12th April,
starting at 2:30pm. Hopefully the weather will be
kind to us and we will treated to a glorious
display of tulips, daffodils, California lilacs,
viburnums, flowering cherry trees and
magnolias. Entry is via pre-booked tickets only,
and costs 8,80 € per person.
Do please let me know if you are interested in
coming along.
To comply with social distancing guidelines we
will split into smaller groups should there be
more than six of us.
Karen Hills

We kick started ourselves at
the end of March with a
Zoom meeting to catch up, and share plans for
the next few months.
We’ll continue to meet regularly on Zoom until
we can get together in person later in the year.
Emma Hilditch Group Leader

MY MIND IS LIKE MY INTERNET BROWSER:
19 tabs open, 3 of them are frozen and I have
no idea where the music is coming from.
……….

Group Leader

ENTER NEW PASSWORD
“chicken”
Password must contain a capital
“chickenkiev”

WHAT’S COOKING?
Before the unwelcome arrival of COVID-19, I'd always intended to seek another group leader for
What's Cooking by the end of 2020. I'd have been leading the group for 3 years by then and subscribe
to the theory that it is healthy for teams to have a new leader after that time, to encourage new ideas
and ways of working. We've had a long break in What's Cooking meetings, and I felt that it made sense
to restart it under new management, if anyone could be tempted into taking the role.
I'm therefore delighted to announce that Jean Abley & Emma Hilditch have stepped up to the kitchen
table, and will be jointly taking over the management of the What's Cooking group. I won't be hanging
up my apron completely, as I'll still be a regular attendee, and host for some of our monthly sessions.
Yvonne Morton
What’s Cooking – under new management
We can't believe it’s three years since Yvonne took over What's
Cooking! We will miss her inspiring leadership, and brilliant
organisation, and we are really happy she is still going to be a very
active member of the group. Thank you for all your hard work, Yvonne.
We are delighted to be taking over, and on
What’s Cooking will be attending an online
“Migrateful” refugee, Leonor. The class will
interactive virtual cook-along, sharing the
Ecuadorian dishes.
https://www.migrateful.org/

Wednesday 7th April,
cookery class run by
be conducted as an
secrets of traditional

Emma did one of the courses with a Cuban theme recently, and it was really good fun!
Let Emma know if you would like to come along and she will send you the details.
It’s about all we can do for now, but looking forward, we hope to hold an ‘Auberge Espagnole’ when
restrictions allow, so we can pool our ideas for the coming year.
Looking forward to seeing you all soon.
Emma Hilditch & Jean Abley
Group Leaders
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SUPPORTING THE SPITFIRE
Wonderful women in WW2...
Lady Lucy Houston
Dame Fanny Lucy Houston, Lady Houston DBE (8 April 1857 – 29 December 1936)
was a British philanthropist, political activist and suffragette.
Beginning in 1933, she published the Saturday Review, which was best known for its
attacks on what the paper labelled the "unpatriotic" National Governments of Ramsay
MacDonald and Stanley Baldwin. She has been acknowledged as an aviation pioneer
and "the saviour of the Spitfire".
In 1932, she offered to give £200,000 to strengthen the British Armed Forces. The
National Government refused as Britain still believed that bombers would save the
nation, not fighter planes. She hung a huge electric sign, "TO HELL WITH RAMSAY
MACDONALD", in the rigging of her yacht Liberty and sailed round Great Britain.
In a telegram to MacDonald, she wrote:
“I alone have dared to point out the dire need for air defence of London. You have muzzled others who
have deplored this shameful neglect. You have treated my patriotic gesture with a contempt such as no
other government would have been guilty of toward a patriot”.
Without Houston's involvement, there might never have been a fighter plane dubbed a Spitfire, and
Spitfires would later win the Battle of Britain, earning Houston the titles "Fairy Godmother of the RAF"
and "The woman who won the war." But Lucy Houston did not live to see this. Having stopped eating,
distraught by the abdication of Edward VIII, she died of a heart attack on December 29, 1936.
Beatrice “Tilly” Shilling
Miss Shilling's orifice was a very simple technical device made to counter engine cut-out in early
Spitfire and Hurricane fighter aeroplanes during the Battle of Britain. While it was officially called the
R.A.E. restrictor, it was referred to under various names, such as Miss
Tilly's diaphragm or the Tilly orifice in reference to its inventor.
Early versions of the Rolls-Royce Merlin engine came equipped with an
SU carburettor. When an aeroplane equipped with such an engine
performed a negative G force manoeuvre (pitching the nose hard
down), fuel was forced up to the top of the carburettor's float chamber
rather than down into the engine, leading to loss of power. If the
negative G continued, fuel collecting in the float chamber would force
the float to the floor of the chamber. Since this float controlled the
needle valve that regulated fuel intake, the carburettor would flood and
drown the supercharger with an over-rich mixture. The consequent rich
mixture cut-out would shut down the engine completely.
During the Battles of France and Britain, the German fighters had fuel
injected engines and therefore did not suffer from this problem as the injection pumps kept the fuel at a
constant pressure. The German pilots could exploit this by pitching steeply forward while opening the
throttle, a manoeuvre that the pursuing British would be unable to emulate. The British
countermeasure, a half roll so the aircraft would only be subjected to positive G as it followed German
aircraft into a dive, could take enough time to let the enemy escape.
It was Beatrice 'Tilly' Shilling, an engineer working at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough,
who came up with a simple restrictor device which could be fitted without taking the aircraft out of
service.
During early 1941, Shilling travelled with a small team to fit the restrictors in RAF bases, giving priority
to front-line units. By March 1941 the device had been installed throughout RAF Fighter Command.
Officially named the 'R.A.E. restrictor', the device was immensely popular with pilots, adopting the
affectionate nickname 'Miss Shilling's orifice' or simply the 'Tilly orifice'.
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SUPPORTING THE SPITFIRE (CONTINUED)

Hazel Hill
Hazel Bertha Hill (21 July 1920 – 28 September 2010) was only 13 when she
helped her father to calculate how many guns the new generation of Spitfires
and Hurricanes would need to bring down enemy aircraft. The pair used
calculating machines, which were rudimentary computers, at the kitchen table of
their London home.The new plane was to have four guns that fired 1,200 bullets
a minute and many thought that this would be more than enough. Her dad was
not so sure. In June and July 1934 they worked at night to create the evidence
that her dad's boss needed to underwrite a large change in the design. They
realised that 256 bullets would be required in two seconds to bring down an
enemy bomber at the increased speeds of the new aircraft and for this eight
guns were required.
The RAF publicly acknowledged Hazel's important role in a BBC documentary. Group Captain James
Beldon said: "What a great inspiration to young people today, and young girls in particular, who can
look upon someone like Hazel in the 1930s making such an important contribution to our later success
in the Battle of Britain, which was vital to this country's survival."
After school, Hazel studied medicine at a university in London and joined the Royal Army Medical
Corps after graduating in 1943. At the end of the war, she became a GP and in 1948 married one of the
soldiers she had treated in the war. She later trained as a psychiatrist and published research into
school phobia, anorexia and autism.
And, lest we forget, the ATA (Air Transport Auxilliary) ferry pilots who flew
new planes to airforce bases were mainly women.
During the war the ATA earned itself the nickname “Foreign Legion of the
Air”, with pilots coming from 28 different countries. Twenty-five
enthusiastic and experienced female flyers from the USA joined the ATA
in 1942. Four women from New Zealand determinedly paid their own
passage in order to be part of history. One woman, 19-year-old Margot
‘Chilli’ Duhalde, spoke no English at all on arrival, yet went forth with the
same sense of courageous daring. These women embodied the ATA
motto, ‘eager for the air’.
Amongst them were Joy Lofthouse, Diana Barnato (in 1963, she became the first British woman to
break the sound barrier, flying at Mach 1.6, which represented a world air speed record for women) and
Mary Ellis, to name but a few of the 168 “Attagirls”.
More information:
https://www.thehistorypress.co.uk/articles/doing-their-bit-the-female-fighter-pilots-of-world-war-ii/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000kzx7 (about Hazel Hill on BBC available for 9 months)

Joy Lofthouse
Last of the pilots…died in 2017,
aged 94

Diana Barnato
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FUN FACTS

FIFI QUIZ

Ostriches have four
kneecaps.

1. What is the Pentateuch?

Leopard wee smells of
popcorn....but doesn’t taste like it!

2. Where are the Pillars of Hercules?
3. What is the capital of Peru?
4. What is the French word for pomegranate?

Google was formerly called « Back-rub » and
Amazon « Relentless ».

5. In which country, state and city is the

5% of cats are allergic to humans.

Paramatta River?
6. Who wrote “The Tale of Peter Rabbit”?
7. Who played the male lead in the film “Prizzi’s

88% of Italians have had intercourse in a car.
The average person farts fourteen times a day.

Honor”?

4% of the sand on Normandy beaches is
shrapnel from the D-Day landings.

8. What is a podiatrist?
9. In which city is Pocahontas buried?

Dogs see in blue and yellow.

10. What are Pawnees?
Helen Judson

95% of the world’s population have never been
on a plane.

Answers on page 12

It takes five years for a flamingo to become
pink.
Qi elves

ORIGINS OF WORDS

FRENCH EXPRESSIONS

The writing is on the wall = inevitable

Se faire plumer/un pigeon prêt
à plumer = to be fleeced/be had
Originally the expression referred to
the hoopoe, as their feathers were
much in demand for hat decorations!
Then, post revolution, when dovecotes, or
pigeonniers, were democratised (previously
only the aristocrats were allowed to have
them), it became common for people to add
false nesting box holes in their pigeonnier to
appear richer than they actually were. In this
way, many a potential bride and her family
were duped as to the man’s status & wealth…

LOCAL INFO

problems ahead!
This idiom comes from
the Biblical story of
Belshazzar's feast,
Daniel 5:5-31, in which,
in the presence of the
king, a disembodied
hand appears and writes on the palace wall. The
king, frightened, called for astrologers and
soothsayers, offering rewards to whoever could
interpret the writing.
‘Writing on the wall' began to be used figuratively
from the early 18 th century; for example,
Jonathan Swift's “Miscellaneous works”, 1720.

STY/E ON YOUR EYE?
Should you have the misfortune to suffer from a sty (orgelet in French); a
simple but effective home treatment is to soak a cotton pad in water as hot as
you can stand, and apply it to the area. Repeat several times a day, BUT
should it get worse or last longer than a week, do see your GP.
Afflicted this week for first time in my life and after a day of hot compresses, the
pain has subsided! Old wives’ remedy is to rub the sty with gold….
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RECIPE OF THE MONTH
FROM EMMA HILDITCH’S “LOCKDOWN COOKBOOK”

Morton

EASTER RECIPES
https://www.deliciousmagazine.co.uk/how-to-make-hot-cross-buns/
https://www.deliciousmagazine.co.uk/recipes/hot-cross-bun-loaf/
https://www.deliciousmagazine.co.uk/recipes/rhubarb-and-custard-slices/
Delicious magazine
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LOCAL INFO

ANSWERS DO YOU KNOW

Take away Fish ’n’ Chips lunchtimes
Tuesday 6th Les Cabannes
Saturday 24th Septfonds (venue to be
confirmed)
Please preorder on

Fear of the Pope.
A book seller.
Wrap up cosily in bed.

LES PLUS BEAUX VILLAGES
ANSWERS TO QUIZ
1. Books one to five of the Old Testament
(= Jewish Torah)

The shortlist is now available…a couple of
villages near us!
https://www.thelocal.fr/20210309/discover-14of-frances-most-beautiful-and-best-lovedvillages/

2. Strait of Gibraltar although there is a place of
similar name in Antigua
3. Lima
4.Grenade or grenadier
5. Australia, New South Wales, Sydney
6. Beatrix Potter
7. Jack Nicholson
8. Chiropodist
9. London
10. Members of a North American Indian tribe

THE 7TH PYTHON
Neil Innes, “I’ve suffered for
my music, now it’s your
turn!”, wrote the music for
Monty Python and this is a
fascinating documentary on
him.
https://youtu.be/
ewIemw0UnCI

GRAHAM GREENE
Interesting article on Graham Greene
h t t p s : / / w w w. n e w y o r k e r. c o m / m a g a z i n e /
2021/03/22/graham-greenes-dark-heart

CREATIVE WRITING GROUP (NON FIFI)
This month we submitted a short piece beginning “My grandparents were –“ A variety of
backgrounds were revealed. Your piece can be prose or poetry, flash fiction of 100 words or
longer. In April we shall develop from the first words “ I hadn’t been in Thorpeville for 5 years.”
We are no experts, but writing is enjoyable, relaxing and therapeutic. It helps pass the time in
these difficult times!
If you are interested and would like further information, email me.
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